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A THEISTIC CONTEXT FOR THE MIRACULOUS 

Introduction 

Due to advances in the telescope and the microscope, science has undergone a dramatic 

philosophical shift since the time of Scottish skeptic and empiricist David Hume‟s assault on 

miracles in his widely published An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding.  Thanks to the 

telescope, there has been the discovery that the four dimensions of our universe had a beginning, 

out of nothing, in a singularity known as the Big Bang.  Thanks to the microscope, there has 

been the discovery of a universe of sorts in the living cell complete with a programming 

language and molecular nano-machines.  Both of these advances have provided an amazing 

amount of evidential support to the cosmological argument and the teleological argument, both 

of which were known to Hume.  In this paper I will argue that both of these advances provide us 

with substantiation that we live in a theistic universe where one should expect the miraculous as 

the Divine mind interacts with His creation.  The evidence builds causing some surprising 

conversions to theism while the prevailing naturalistic worldview tries to hold out with an 

unlikely “science-of-the-gaps” argument to the future.  For to anyone with a Naturalistic 

worldview miracles a priori cannot ever exist, they are merely natural events that they believe by 

faith are yet to be explained. 

 

The Importance of a Worldview 

A worldview is critical in that it determines how one views or interprets reality. It is the 

conceptual framework through which or by which one makes sense of the data of life.  A 

worldview provides a lens for one‟s view of God, origins, evil, human nature, values, and 
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destiny.  Moreover, a worldview determines how the facts of reality fit together as each person 

use the tools of faith and reason so as to make sense of the world around them.  James Sire 

defined a worldview as “…a commitment, a fundamental orientation of the heart, that can be 

expressed as a story or in a set of presuppositions which we hold about the basic constitution of 

reality, and that provides the foundation on which we live and move and have our being.”
1
   

A worldview is so much a part of our being that C.S. Lewis once retorted, “what we learn 

from experience depends on the kind of philosophy that we bring to experience.”
2
  The dominant 

worldview today is naturalism, also known as materialism, and this is the belief that matter is all 

that matters for that is the whole of reality.  This worldview that obviously leads to the very 

atheism that for many is presupposed has been seriously challenged by recent scientific 

discoveries.  Nevertheless, some in the scientific community have become a kind of secular 

fundamentalist waving the dogma of atheism
3
 and rejecting a priori the serious challenges to 

their deeply held religious convictions of a purely material world.  Challenging this atheistic 

dogma, former atheist Antony Flew asks “What would have to occur or to have occurred to 

constitute for you a reason to at least consider the existence of a superior Mind?”
4
 

                                                 
1
 James W. Sire, The Universe Next Door 4

th
 ed. (Downers Grove IL: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 

17. 

 
2
C.S. Lewis, Miracles (New York, NY: Touchstone, 1960), 9-10. 

 
3
When I use the term atheism I am including philosophical naturalism and materialism which 

both presuppose that God does not exist a priori in their strong form.  This view has been also 

been called “metaphysical naturalism” or “methodological naturalism.”  There is a moderate 

form of metaphysical naturalism that proposes a deistic god that is actively separate from the 

world that he brought into being and cannot intervene in it without „violating‟ the natural laws.   

 
4
Antony Flew and Roy Abraham Varghese, There is a God: How the World’s Most Notorious 

Atheist Changed His Mind (New York: Harper Collins, 2007), 89. 
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A Metaphysical Sleight of Hand 

The secular fundamentalist falsely builds on a philosophy of a separation of faith and 

reason by placing every theistic or deistic metaphysical claim about reality into a box labeled 

„religion‟ while at the same time placing only atheism
5
 into a box labeled „science.‟  The religion 

box is then placed into the faith realm where truth claims are subjective and a matter of personal 

preference given the secularist view that objective knowledge in this realm either cannot be 

known or is reducible to material causes.  On the other hand, the science box is placed in the 

reason realm where the tools of reason can be applied in discovering truth.  The metaphysical 

game employed here is that science‟s metaphysical presumption of atheism is bypassed by 

making atheism part of the very definition of reason.  Leading proponent of Intelligent Design 

theory Phillip Johnson writes about this metaphysical sleight of hand in his book Reason in the 

Balance: 

Modernist discourse accordingly incorporates semantic devices—such as the labeling of 

theism as “religion” and naturalism as “science”—that work to prevent a dangerous debate of 

fundamental assumptions from breaking out in the open.
6
 

 

Dan Crawford from the University of Nebraska reveals this categorical bias when 

evaluating the arguments of Phillip Johnson, who argues against this atheistic presumption in 

science, and philosopher Robert Pennock who argues for it.  Pennock writes of the wall of 

separation between the two realms and the faulty assertion that scientists work in the rational real 

world and priests and theologians work in the irrational spiritual world.  Crawford writes that: 

Science is then awarded exclusive authority over the natural realm, while the spiritual realm 

falls under the jurisdiction of the theologian or priest.  A second and more subtle part of this 

                                                 

 
6
Phillip Johnson, Reason in the Balance: A Case Against Naturalism in Science, Law & 

Education (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press), 45. 
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proposal is that the natural realm is identified with the real and the rational, while the 

spiritual realm is judged to be unreal (or not fully real) and irrational (or not fully rational).
7
  

 

Crawford goes on to note that “Pennock favors this view that religion belongs to another realm.”
8
 

What is incredible about this view held by Pennock is the fact that the rise of modern 

science was birthed in the soil of not atheism, but a very particular form of theism; namely, 

Christianity!  The fathers of modern science were religiously motivated to discover the patterns 

of nature placed there by God, an order that they expected to find.  For instance, the Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy notes that the father of modern chemistry Robert Boyle‟s “interest 

seems to have been fueled more by his constant desire to acquire knowledge of God and the 

world…”
9
 In fact he worked translating the bible into several languages and formulated design 

arguments in a book on atheism that he worked on throughout his adult life but never 

published.
10

  Another example is Johannes Kepler the mathematician and discoverer of the three 

laws of planetary motion who believed that God had employed him to decipher God‟s pattern in 

the universe.  Also, there is Francis Bacon, the founder of the modern scientific method who 

wrote: “There are two books laid before us to study, to prevent us from falling into error; first, 

the volume of the Scriptures which reveal the will of God; then the volume of the Creatures 

which express His power.”
11

   

                                                 
7
Dan D. Crawford, “Does Evolutionary Science Rule Out a Theistic God?: The Johnson—

Pennock Debate,” Philosophia Christi, Vol. 5, No. 1 (2003): 182-3 [emphasis in the original]. 

8
Ibid., 183. 

9
MacIntosh, J. J. and Peter Anstey, "Robert Boyle", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2008/entries/boyle (accessed December 15, 2008). 

 
10

Ibid. 

 
11

Henry M. Morris, Men of Science Men of God, (Green Forest, AK: Masters Books, 1988), 15. 
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 It is theism that leads to the presumption of patterns that our minds can discover because 

they were put there by the mind of the Divine, they are as Einstein called them “Reason 

Incarnate.”  On the other hand, the presumption that everything arose out of chaos and unguided 

chance leaves no such guarantee of a pattern or an ability to rationally discover one.  

Consequently, if theism is true, then the same Divine Mind is reflected in nature, and human 

minds are attuned to the laws of nature, then order should be expected; thus, if theism is true then 

science is possible. As theoretical physicist and cosmologist Paul Davies noted in his address 

after receiving the Templeton Prize, “science can proceed only if the scientist adopts an 

essentially theological worldview”
12

 

In short, scientists do hold certain presuppositions or worldview when they analyze the 

world before them.  However, with any science that deals with origins of this world and the 

universe as a whole, the worldview lens really comes into focus. This is not a fault per se, since 

the origin of the universe is not something that can be determined empirically through repetition 

so the scientist must start from somewhere. However, this does become a fault when these 

assumptions “evolve” into fact, thereby committing the fallacy known as “begging the question.”  

These assumptions that serve as a scientists starting point should be subject to change because 

they are a worldview starting point, viewed as reasonable and accepted by faith and reason, but 

not an empirically verifiable fact. All people have a tendency to be biased, and since scientists 

are people, they are not immune to this tendency.  For instance, the scientist that is a theist will 

assume that God exists, and a scientist that presupposes atheism starts his or her analysis of the 

empirical data believing that God does not exist.  Contrary to the logic and common sense that 

                                                 
12

Paul Davies, “Templeton Prize Address,”  http://cosmos.asu.edu/prize_address.htm [accessed 

December 5, 2008] 
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we are all biased, we have been conditioned by our secular society into believing that only the 

theist is biased with his or her faith.  However, the atheist is equally as biased with his or her 

faith guiding him or her to look at the data and insist on only naturalistic explanations. 

Moreover, the materialistic view held by the atheist that scientific methods in the physical 

real world are the only sources of knowledge is a worldview that itself cannot be established by 

the scientific method.  Also, the very notion that scientific knowledge is limited to naturalistic 

(i.e., atheistic), evolution commits the fallacy of „begging the question.‟  Also circular reasoning 

is employed when one assumes atheism in the definition of science and then asserts that the 

theist is the only one making religious or metaphysical statements that are outside of the realm of 

science and reason.  This metaphysical sleight of hand is exactly what the philosophers and 

scientists in the Intelligent Design movement have committed themselves to exposing.   

A Conversion from Secular Fundamentalism 

A religious conversion from atheism to theism has been on the rise among scientists and 

philosophers due to exciting developments in the fields of cosmology and biology.  In response 

to the growing number of philosophers and scientists that believe that the universe came into 

being by an intelligent cause, atheist and secular humanist Paul Kurtz dogmatically states that: 

Neither the standard modern cosmology nor the evolutionary process provides sufficient 

evidence for intelligent design, which is a leap of faith beyond the empirical evidence.
13

  

 

Nevertheless, Oxford University evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, fellow secular 

fundamentalist and signer of Humanist Manifesto 2000, is quoted in London‟s The Daily 

Telegraph as saying that, “I believe, but cannot prove, that all life, all intelligence, all creativity 

and all „design‟ anywhere in the universe is the direct or indirect product of Darwinian natural 

                                                 
13

Paul Kurtz, Humanist Manifesto 2000: A Call For A New Planetary Humanism (Amherst, NT: 

Prometheus Books, 2000), 26. 
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selection.”
14

  Dawkins statement “I believe, but cannot prove” is an accurate picture of the 

atheist‟s “leap of faith,” the same faith that Professor Kurtz and those that share his secular 

worldview have in common.  Additionally, Antony Flew, the famous philosophical atheist and 

signer of Humanist Manifesto II, recently changed his position now accepting the existence of 

God based on the evidence derived from intelligent design.  The Associated Press reported on 

December 9, 2004 that: 

At age 81, and after decades of insisting that belief is a mistake, Antony Flew has concluded 

that some sort of intelligence or first cause must have created the universe.  Super-

intelligence is the only good explanation for the origin of life and the complexity of nature. . . 

Flew told The Associated Press his current ideas have some similarity with American 

“Intelligent Design” theorists, who see evidence for a guiding force in the construction of the 

universe.
15

 

 

This conversion from Atheism to Theism would be like Billy Graham converting to Atheism 

after spending his entire life dedicated to converting the world to Christianity.  What is most 

telling is how Flew came to his discovery of the Divine as “a pilgrimage of reason and not of 

faith.”
16

 So what is this evidence that even Flew found so compelling? 

 

Recent Scientific Evidence Supporting 

The Cosmological Argument 

The cosmological argument can be stated this way: (1) Everything that has a beginning 

has a cause; (2) The universe had a beginning; (3) Therefore the universe had a cause.  Recent 

                                                                                                                                                             

 
14Roger Highfield, ”Science‟s Scourge of Believers Declares His Faith In Darwin,” The Daily 

Telegraph 5 January 2005, 10. 

 
15

Richard N. Ostling, “Famous Atheist Now Believes in God,” The Associated Press, 9 

December 2004, Domestic News. 

 
16

Flew and Varghese, There is a God, 93. 
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scientific discoveries in the field of Cosmology indicate that the four dimensions of our universe: 

space, time, matter, and energy, came into being ex nihilo.  Given that the universe came into 

existence out of nothing, both theists and atheists are together in the realm of the metaphysical 

where both faith and reason overlap when it comes to origins.  This is due to the fact that the 

cause of our universe lies outside of the universe itself, the place where empirical science and the 

known laws of physics no longer apply.  As Astronomer Robert Jastrow put it when commenting 

on the Big Bang singularity and scientific faith in his book God and the Astronomers: 

The religious faith of the scientist is violated by the discovery that the world had a beginning 

under conditions in which the known laws of physics are not valid and as a product of forces 

or circumstances we cannot discover. When that happens, the scientist has lost control.  As 

usual when faced with trauma, the mind reacts by ignoring the implications . . . The 

scientist‟s pursuit of the past ends at the moment of creation.
17

  

  

Until the discovery of evidence that the universe had a beginning, known as the Big 

Bang, the now defunct steady-state theory of the universe was the dominant view among 

scientists.  According to the steady-state theory of cosmology, the universe expands and new 

matter is continuously self-generated at all of the points in space that are left open by the 

receding galaxies.  The universe was thus infinitely old and in a steady state, new matter 

continuously arising in the space vacated by the receding stellar systems.
18

  The problem with 

this theory is that it relies on the logical absurdity of self-generation, namely, nothing creating 

something.  The idea of self-generation ignores the obvious contradiction that no self exists to do 

the generating.  This very notion of being coming into existence out of non-being goes against 

one of the first principles of science—the principle of causality.  The principle of causality 

                                                 
17

Robert Jastrow, God and the Astronomers, 2d ed. (New York / London: W.W. Norton, 1992), 

105-106. 

 
18

William Lane Craig and Quentin Smith, Theism, Atheism, and Big Bang Cosmology, (New 

York, Oxford University Press, 1995), 40. 
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teaches that everything that comes to be is caused by another.
19

  These points are all obvious, and 

show how powerful a commitment to a naturalistic worldview really is to have scientists 

embrace such an absurdity. 

Besides the evident logical fallacy with the steady-state theory itself, the theory officially 

died in 1965 when two physicists Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson discovered a primary piece of 

evidence that proved that the universe had a beginning. The two astronomers discovered a 

radiation echo in space that was determined to be the sound of the initial explosion that brought 

the universe into existence.  Penzias and Wilson were rewarded for their discovery when in 1978 

they received the Nobel Prize in physics. As a result, this discovery placed certain death to the 

steady-state theory, by proving that the universe had a beginning.  Since the universe had a 

beginning, and everything that has a beginning has a cause, then one must conclude that the 

universe had a beginner, what one might call, God.  Physicist Robert Wilson expanded on this 

fact in an interview, “Certainly, if you are religious, I can‟t think of a better theory of the origin 

of the universe to match with Genesis”
20

 

In view of the fact that the universe had a beginning, it follows, both logically and 

scientifically, that it must have had a Beginner since everything that has a beginning has a cause.  

Furthermore since the cause must lie outside the material universe, then the cause must be an 

immaterial divine Mind that intentionally using free-will brought the universe into being.  As a 

result, science has in a sense discovered that a Mind that exhibits the properties of intentionality 

and free-will is the origin of all matter. This fact has triggered uneasiness among some in the 

                                                                                                                                                             

 
19

Geisler, “Causality, Principle of,” in Apologetics, 121. 

 
20

Robert Wilson, “Interview with Robert Wilson,” interview by Fred Hereen (18 May 1994), 

Show Me God, (Wheeling, IL: Day Star Publications, 1998), 157. 
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modern scientific community predisposed to atheism while at the same time it has triggered 

others, like Robert Jastrow, to write about the subject.  However, in the field of science that has 

moved from its theistic philosophical roots to a purely atheistic philosophophy over the past one 

hundred and fifty years, the topic of God‟s existence has been removed from possibility a priori.  

Astronomer Robert Jastrow is an example of an agnostic who recently wrote about this subject 

and the reaction among his colleagues to the new evidence and its obvious conclusions.  In his 

book Jastrow best describes the sentiment among some in the scientific community of naturalists 

when he writes, “When a scientist writes about God, his colleagues assume he is either over the 

hill or going bonkers.”
21

 

 

Recent Scientific Evidence Supporting  

The Teleological Argument 

 

The teleological argument can be stated this way: (1) Every design needs a designer; (2) 

The universe and life have highly complex design; (3) Therefore there is a designer.  The reality 

that the universe came into existence at a single point in time also provides us some information 

about the cause of the universe itself.  Since space, time, matter, and energy—the four 

dimensions of our universe—come forth at a single point in time, the cause of the universe must 

lie outside of the universe itself.  This is exactly what Roger Penrose and Stephen Hawking 

sought to prove when they formulated their space-time theorem of general relativity.  

Astronomer and physicist Hugh Ross points out that this theorem proved “that an Entity 

transcending matter, energy, space and time is the cause of the universe in which humanity 

                                                 
21

Ibid., Jastrow, Astronomers, 9. 
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lives.”
22

  Additionally, utilizing the principle of uniformity we can reason from the effect—the 

universe—that the cause must be an intelligent personal Being and not an impersonal force given 

that intelligence and design are part of the universe.   

The topic of design fills many scientific books and has been formulated into what is 

known as „The Anthropic Principle.‟  This principle of science states that the universe appears to 

have been designed for the sake of human life from the very beginning of the Big Bang.  

Astronomer and physicist Hugh Ross points out that, “By the end of 2001, astronomers had 

identified more than 150 finely tuned characteristics.”
23

  Every one of these characteristics of the 

universe is necessary for human life to exist on earth.  For example, one of the fine tuned 

characteristics is tied to the very beginning of the universe itself showing that if the rate of 

expansion of the universe had been smaller than one part in a hundred thousand million million, 

the universe would have immediately recollapsed on itself.  Arguably, science has shown that the 

universe was created out of nothing by an intelligent being for the purpose of human life.  A 

purpose or a plan is yet another characteristic of a mind, in this case a divine Mind. 

 In the fields of microbiology and biochemistry, it has been determined that the living cell 

is highly complex and shows signs of intricate design. In Darwin‟s day, the cell was considered 

quite simple, nothing more than a simple blob of protoplasm. With advances in microscopic 

technology that can look intently at the inner workings of the cell, scientists have discovered that 

the cell is incredibly complicated. As biochemistry professor Michael Behe states:  

The result of these cumulative efforts to investigate the cell—to investigate life at the 

molecular level—is a loud, clear, piercing cry of „design!‟ The result is so unambiguous and 

                                                 
22

Hugh Ross, “Anthropic Principle: A Precise Plan for Humanity,” Facts for Faith, Qtr.1, No. 8 

(2002): 29 [emphasis in original]. 

 
23

Ibid., 26. 
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so significant that it must be ranked as one of the greatest achievements in the history of 

science.  The discovery rivals those of Newton and Einstein.
24

 

 

 If we assume intelligence with simple orders of information in everyday life, how much 

more so should we assume intelligence when we find volumes of information located within a 

single cell? For example, if you were walking in the woods with your friends and you saw “Jim 

loves Sharon” written on a tree, what would you immediately assume: Rain damage? A termite 

came and did it?  Naturally, you assume that an intelligent being must have made the inscription. 

Hence, for an evolutionist to claim that a single cell with all of its complexity came into 

existence by random processes would be like claiming that we got Webster‟s Unabridged 

Dictionary by an explosion in a printing shop.  What is most intriguing is the fact that the 

December 2008 issue of Science magazine has a cover story celebrating the 2008 scientific 

breakthrough of the year “Reprogramming Cells”.  Now, does it not seem rational that if one can 

reprogram a cell, then there must have been an original program?  If the scientist used their mind 

to discover the program, are they not engaged in the task of trying to think the thoughts of the 

original Programmer after him? 

 

Mind Over Matter? 

Since the effect contains minds with the ability to discover laws, mathematical formulas, 

design, and intelligence does this not point back in time beyond matter itself to an immaterial 

Divine Mind in the cause?  Neurologist Michael Egnor lists six salient characteristics of the 

                                                 

24
Michael Behe, Darwin’s black box: The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution, (New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1996), 232-33. 
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mind, generally accepted by materialist and non-materialist scientists and philosophers.
25

 They 

are intentionality, qualia, persistence of self-identity, restricted access, incorrigibility, and free 

will.  These are all properties of the mind that make up what is known as the mind-body problem 

in philosophy.  With the new evidence that the all of the matter of the universe had a beginning, 

and it was further designed from the beginning to produce life, we already have established the 

amazing scientific fact that of mind influencing matter in a similar way that our minds influence 

us.  Each of these six salient properties of the human mind, which is evident in the effect are by 

definition implicit in the cause.  Since these properties are immaterial, could it be that this is 

evidence that there is an immaterial part of us as dualism contends?  Nobel laureate and the 

father of neurophysiology Charles Sherrington, the father of epilepsy surgery Wilder Penfield, 

and Sir John Eccles Nobel laureate and pioneer in the study of neuronal synapses are all dualists 

who believe that the evidence is clear—there is! 

 

Miracles Are Supernatural Events  

That Are Discernable 

 

Since overwhelming scientific evidence demonstrates that it is reasonable to believe that 

the universe was created ex nihilo by an intelligent cause, David Hume's famous argument 

against miracles simply does not stand.  Hume's argument against the possibility of miracles can 

be summarized as follows: (1) miracles by definition violate natural laws; (2) natural laws are 

unalterably uniform; (3) therefore, miracles cannot occur.
26

  Hume‟s argument falls short 

                                                 
25

Michael Egnor, “The Mind and Materialist Superstition,” 

http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/11/the_mind_and_materialist_super.html, (accessed 

November 26, 2008). 

 
26

Geisler, “Miracles, Arguments Against” in Apologetics, 458.  
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because the ability to create something out of nothing is obviously the greatest miracle of all.  

What‟s more, if it is true that a theistic God exists then his argument violates the law of cause 

and effect because only those in this space-time continuum are bound by the laws of nature.  The 

law of cause and effect that flows out of the principle of causality which simply states that the 

effect can never be greater than the cause.  The universe had a cause, thus, the universe is an 

effect.  Consequently, the cause of the universe, God, has sovereignty over the laws of nature as 

its Lawgiver and governing authority.  Hence, the Lawgiver has the authority to intervene any 

way that He sees fit without violating natural laws, since He is the one who put those laws in 

place and governs them.  In Hume‟s argument, he reverses the roles given that he has God, who 

is the cause, subject to the laws of nature, which is the effect.  More to the point, this use of the 

term „laws‟ when speaking of nature is disingenuous given that these supposed laws simply state 

how nature operates not how nature must operate. 

A recognized authority over the law intervening at times is something that we experience 

in everyday life, yet we never view this intervention as a violation of the law. For example, every 

Sunday I approach a stop sign while exiting McLean Bible Church onto Route 7.  As I approach 

the stop sign, I see a police officer waving his hand directing me to continue through the stop 

sign, without stopping, onto Route 7.  Is this a violation of the law?  Does this now mean that I 

can speed through every stop sign that I approach from now on?  I recognize that the answer to 

both of these questions is—no!  This was simply an intervention by a recognized person of 

authority who had the sovereignty to intervene at a specific point in time for a specific purpose.  

The same principle holds true for God who is the recognized authority over creation.  He has the 

authority to intervene in His created world any time that He sees fit, and for whatever specific 

purpose He has for doing so.
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Since the weight of the evidence points to a God who exists and has the ability to create 

the world out of nothing, then the greatest miracle has already occurred—creating something out 

of nothing.  A God who created something out of nothing can certainly create something—that is 

miraculous to us—out of something.
27

 In addition, given the fact that God created the world, He 

has the authority to intervene without violating His laws that He placed in nature.  In short, 

because a God exists who can create something out of nothing miracles are not only possible but 

actual. 

Conclusion 

Seeing as we cannot apply the scientific method to the cause of the universe, which lies 

outside of the universe, we are left with an interpretation of the evidence in the effect to best 

explain the cause.  Therefore, both atheistic and theistic views of reality require faith and the 

debate has always been which view requires more of it. In light of the scientific evidence many 

astronomers, physicists, and philosophers are concluding that they no longer have enough faith 

to be an atheist.  Furthermore, in a theistic universe one should expect a God who acted in times 

past to miraculously bring about something out of nothing, to do something that is miraculous to 

us with the purpose of sending us a message.  Given that human life was part of the original 

design at the very beginning, and given the fact that we have minds that discover laws and order, 

we would be able to discern the miraculous when it occurred for it would have to temporarily 

suspend the natural order.  In doing so, the Divine mind would be once again influencing matter 

intentionally, with free-will, for a purpose and possibly with the expectation that we have the 

mind to discover this message.  
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